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Welcome
A big welcome to the fifth issue of ‘Seasons’
newsletter. Spring is finally upon us and the we’re
seeing colour starting to appear everywhere,
whether it’s flowers, interiors or tableware.
In this issue Andrew Klimecki, our VP Design talks
about Craft and our new range Scape, and it’s
future potential. We also look the new interior
design trends moving through 2017 and take a
look at hotel trends in our ‘Spotlight On’ feature.
So far this year we’ve launched over 300 new
product pieces, a great start to our new product
introduction calendar. Whether it’s casual or fine
dining, there is something for everyone. Check
them out.
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British craftsmanship global innovation

In June 2016 John Miles took over the role as CEO for Steelite
International. John has been a part of the business since he
joined as a USA Regional Sales Manager back in 1996. In
2005 John was appointed President of the Americas division
of Steelite International.

As a global business Steelite International provides a complete tabletop
offering and supply to over 140 countries across the globe. With this global
strength and re-investment we can further extend our product offering
by developing new ceramic ranges, also extending our offering in other
materials from collections that are currently only available to the US market.
Steelite International is, and always will be a UK company, with British
manufacturing always at the forefront of what we do. Our factory in Stokeon-Trent currently manufacture approximately 500,000 pieces per week,
and employs over 1000 people.
The company’s ethos, policy and procedures remain the same. Our
nine core values are as important today as they have ever been and our
recognition remains the same too.
Steelite International will continue to meet the demands of customers and
markets, providing a complete tabletop solution through innovative designs
and excellent quality products.
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Creative Voice with Andrew Klimecki

It’s a Crafty world:
The Craft trend owes its popularity to a deeply instilled sense of the things
that matter to all of us in an age of fast change and new technology.

Scape melamine

As a balance to ‘The shock of the New’, authenticity,

historical and heritage references. It fulfils the need

heritage, honesty, handmade and tradition play to

for a product which is authentic, unique, familiar,

a need for products and experiences which create a

individual and honest.

positive emotional response. It is no longer enough
that an object functions well, it must also perform

The new Scape range takes this idea further to

in such a way that it connects on an emotional level

explore the possibilities of enhancing the texture of

with the user. Craftsmanship is also synonymous

food. This is done through the interplay of textures,

with luxury and this helps to enhance the overall

asymmetric forms and the tactile and aesthetic

perception of the quality of food associated with it.

qualities

of

complementary

materials such as glass,

Scape glass & performance

This is especially true where food culture is

wood

concerned. Food has the potential to delight the

quality

and

very

high

senses and how it is presented is key to the delivery

Taken together, Craft

of Chef’s message.

and Scape provide

melamine.

a flexible, functional,
The huge success of the Steelite Craft range

yet sensual platform

is partly due to the fact that it was designed to

to enable chef to

affect the perception of the food that is presented

provide an experience

on it through colour and tone. It also elicits an

to delight all the senses.

emotional response through its subliminal use of
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Trade Show Season Success

Once again, we’ve had another busy start to the trade show season
this year, exhibiting on a number of platforms across the globe.
Our biggest window to the world was Ambiente, Frankfurt in
February. This saw us increase our floor space, allowing us to

You’ll also find us at the following:

display our vast collection of new product. With over 4,800
exhibitors, Ambiente has the latest design trends and innovations
all under one roof. This was a fantastic opportunity for us to
share our complete tabletop offering...

THE NRA SHOW,
Chicago
20th - 23rd May

HOST, Milan

20th - 24th October
Some of our smaller, but by no means less important platforms
were Sirha in Lyon, Horecava in Amsterdam, Catex in Dublin

HORECA, Ghent

19th – 23rd November

and Internorga in Hamburg.
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Willow
Our latest Distinction pattern Willow was
designed to offer banqueting and fine dining
operations a stylish and modern suite of plates,
bowls, cups, saucers and mugs. The natural
willow wood originates from middle England and is a strong white based

Scape

wood with a hidden strength making this the perfect name for the collection.

Our latest Performance collection comprises of a
suite of multi material pieces - ceramic, melamine

Our Willow range has recently been awarded the sought-after Red Dot

and glass. Taking inspiration from living elements

seal of approval for outstanding design. The Red Dot Award has worldwide

of the natural landscape, Scape reflects our

recognition as a mark of outstanding design and innovation. This is a

changing lifestyles and delivers a truly innovative

fantastic accolade to hold and something we are very proud to have been

dining experience.

recognised for.

Freedom
Designed by Steelite to introduce a radical new product range that responds
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Brown Dapple

to the needs of today’s healthcare patients. In two colour variants, yellow

Both rustic and minimal Brown Dapple blends effortlessly with the Craft

that has been specifically designed to aid functionality and independence

offer allowing new and refreshed presentations to emerge. The offering

in eating and drinking whilst brightening up meal service. We have also

comprises of cool coupes and stacking bowls to help deliver elevated food

launched a collection of plates and bowls in melamine material to support

styles.

the healthcare environment.

and blue with a two-tone contrast Freedom is a homely tableware collection
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Creations Wood
Introducing our highly innovative serving pieces, now in an even larger
array of styles. Prepared from either acacia or olive wood, these stunning
pieces are designed to resist the penetration of liquids, stains and odours.
For an alternative presentation, these boards add drama to any tabletop.

Creations Glass
Our new glass serving pieces are designed to provide the platform for
operators to play with the theatre and presentation to the table. Providing
versatility, style and an innovative approach the range comprises of one
size of tray in two contrasting colours; clear and smoked, with a triple
well in the centre of each piece allowing compatibility with Steelite bowls.
The trays have also been designed to fit the Stage Wooden Riser to create
height and space in service.

Wabi Sabi
Combining simplistic shapes with a reactive ceramic glaze, Wabi Sabi is
the latest design by Rene Ozorio. Embodying an imperfect style and a
natural semi matte finish, no two pieces of these double-fired, hand-glazed
pieces are the same. The range provides chefs with the ability to plate on
organically inspired pieces.

Alma
Designed by Steelite, the Anfora collection of contemporary tableware
brings authentic artisan stoneware into the fast-paced food service
environment. With a combination of value, exceptional durability and
good looks, the Anfora collection creates a unique food experience for
casual dining environments.

Puebla
Bringing old world charm to both modern and traditional cuisine, the
authentic Puebla design is hand painted by skilled artisans, giving the
tabletop that extra flare. Great as an entire place setting or just accent
pieces blended with our core ranges. All 9” plates are accents only in
vibrant Mexican colours.
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Laguiole

Karma

Joining our Laguiole collection are three new colours of the existing Steak

An Asian-influence collection of melamine pieces join our offering,

Knife and three knives that have the possibility to lay flat or in a stand-up

combining modern style and practicality. These two tone, red and black

position on the table. A style twist on your average table layout.

pieces can transform food presentation with their unique and sleek design.

Elite
With the look and feel of a glass, the collection of tumblers, wine glass and
champagne flute deliver a sleek, elegant design and five-star quality. Our
Elite line of Drinique drinkware in blue adds a trendy tabletop presentation.
The Thick-walled carafe with a removable base for thorough cleaning has
proven to be the ideal drinkware for any dining experience. Available in
white and blue.

White Wash
Our new ‘White Wash’ boards deliver an appealing food presentation
surface, whilst being practical, food and dishwasher safe unlike its original
inspiration. This product will work effortlessly in buffet displays, chilled
display cabinets, food display cabinets and as stylish sharing platters.

Illogical
These sleek miniatures provide a modern and attractive way to serve dips
and sauces to customers. They’re the perfect accompaniment to tabletop
presentations.
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Stay up to date with our
latest literature
Download our 2017 brochures here www.steelite.com/literature

Virtual Factory Tour

At Steelite International we are extremely
proud and excited about our manufacturing
process and until you see it first-hand it’s
difficult to understand how extremely high
tech and manual it is.
At Steelite International we employ over 1000 people within
the factory and offices, with more in overseas locations. Take a
look at our immersive factory tour to see how we turn clay into
world class tableware used in over 140 countries.

Restaurant Startup

www.steelite.com

S T EP B Y ST E P G U I D E

Restaurant Startup
Step by Step Guide

You can never plan enough when opening
a restaurant - there is so much involved
that even with experience behind you, it
isn’t easy.

The guide can be downloaded
from the Steelite International
website www.steelite.com

We have worked with consultants from the FCSI EAME to create
a step by step guide packed full of useful tips and advice for every
step of the process, from getting started, to restaurant design and
launch. Whether you’re looking to open your first café, restaurant
or bar, the restaurant startup guide is a fantastic tool to help turn
dreams into reality.
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Colour Trends 2017

Vakst, Denmark

Home Delicate Restaurant, Italy

For 2017 the colour palette continues with the nature
theme, with GREENERY being the pantone colour of
the year.
Greenery is a refreshing and revitalising shade that symbolises new
beginnings. The fresh and zesty yellow-green shade evokes the first days of
spring when nature’s green revive, restore and renew.
Nature’s neutral, pantone Greenery is a versatile
‘trans-seasonal’ shade that lends itself to many colour

Analagous
Calm It Down
Deep Rooted
Ethereal Material
Grand Canyon

combinations. As shown in some of the palettes below,
Greenery is paired with neutrals, brights, deeper shades,
pastels, metallic and also the Pantone colour of the year
2016, Rose Quartz and Serenity.

Fathomless
Forest Floor
Moody Blooms
Rev It Up

QT Gold Coast, Australia

Transitions

Bold Sophisticated Colour
Neutral tones haven’t been forgotten, but 2017 is all
about sophisticated and bold colours for great hotel
interiors.
Many hotels will remain with a base neutral palette but contrast this with
statement pieces of colour. Others will go the full way and splash out on
exciting and alluring colours.
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Hospitality Design Trends

Hotel Tivoli, New York

T’a Milano, Italy

Marble
Marble is classy and refined, and a material suggested for inclusion in
restaurant design layouts in 2017. Whether it’s used as flooring, display, in
furniture or just as a decorative touch, marble could transform any space
easily and effortlessly.

Concept / Theme Based
Design

Natural Textures
The use of natural textures inspired by mother nature will continue to be
popular throughout 2017. With this trend, cosy restaurants interiors can
be created, providing customers with more than just a tasty experience.
Mixing with wood furniture, brass accessories, leather chairs and metallic
displays will enhance the environment further.

Bicycle Cafe

Restaurants are increasingly turning towards conceptual designs to help
deliver a very individual feeling that is more inviting and energising.
Typically found in fast/casual restaurants, these unique concepts are a
roaring trend that will move on smoothly throughout the year.

The Perfectionists’ Café, London
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Spotlight on

HOTELS
Lobby Evolution:
Hotels are trying to adopt the home-away-from-home concept by re-designing their lobbies and other
public areas from business-like spaces to living room-like spaces that are warm and inviting. In 2017, more
front desks will be replaced with sit-down, comfortable concierge desks and sofa check-ins handled by staff
using iPads, whilst guests sip on wine or coffee. Further design changes will see hotels aim to move guests
out of their rooms and into dynamic social spaces.

Themed
Afternoon Tea:
For years, afternoon tea has been
huge for hotels, and with its popularity
spreading in to restaurants and cafes,
hotels are now upping their game. F&B
directors and pastry chefs are under
pressure to make their afternoon tea
offering the most attractive.
As a result, luxury hotels are looking to
stand out from the crowd, offering more
unusual and masculine treats to tempt
customers through their door. No longer
will there be cucumber sandwiches,
scones and pots of tea, but menus may
feature stilton sausage rolls, crispy oyster
with jalapeno mayonnaise and steak
tartar, Yorkshire pudding and horseradish
paired with locally brewed British ales
and stout, and to follow chocolate and
ale cake paired with whiskey.

Room Uniqueness:

Healthier Guests:

The days of matching décor and furniture in each hotel room

The wellness hospitality sector is gaining popularity among health-conscious travelers,

has officially come to an end. Individuality has become the

forcing hotels to rethink both their interior and exterior designs. In 2017, more hotels

new hotel interior trend, as guests are now becoming to

will be adding and upgrading gyms, health spas, retreat areas, air and water purification

appreciate the uniqueness of each room they stay in.

systems, in-room exercise equipment and space, energising lighting and other special
health offerings to accommodate guest preferences.
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Emerging Trends

Pho

South East Asian Cuisine

Tacos

During 2017 we expect to see South East Asian cuisine become the

The Taco is about to take over! After

fastest growing, with brands such as Pho pushing up the growth.

years of sitting in the shadow of the

Asian and Japanese cuisines are also set to see accelerating growth

burrito, 2017 will see the rise of the

from brands such as Wagamama and YO! Sushi.

taco. 2016 saw the Mexican revolution
begin.

In

recent

months’

taco

restaurants have appeared in London –
El Pastor in Borough market, the team
behind Barrafina. Corazon taqueria
has arrived on Poland Street and over
in Clerkenwell the Taco pioneers and
street food stars Breddos Tacos.

Fast Food for Foodies

Boozy Blends

Convenience is fast becoming a key trend this year as the market for

Alcoholic products are getting more

online delivery, pre-made meals and subscription services continue to

creative in order to engage and attract

grow providing consumers with a new food culture that is fast, easy

the thriving millennial market.

and nutritious.
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Food Trends

Andrew Clarke

Duck

Veg

During 2017 London will go quackers for duck.

As costs continue to rise for restaurants, veg-led dishes are popping up more

Although the bird is becoming increasingly popular

and more on menus. Partly due to a lack of money for both restaurateurs

on menus, former Rita’s chef Andrew Clarke is

and consumers, it is anticipated that veggie dishes will accelerate during

preparing to launch his restaurant Bastien, based

2017.

around the meat. He’s not the only one jumping on
this trend, Duck Duck Goose specialising in roast
duck has also headed to Brixton.

Duck Duck Goose

Craft Beer
Customers see craft beer as a sign
of quality, with 31% of respondents
(Casual Dining Beer Report) saying

25%

of 35-50
year-olds

are motivated by Craft
beers compared to

that a good beer range tells them that
the operator sells really good beer.
Craft beer is still a key growth area
for business and will continue to be a
popular consumer trend this year.
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17%

of 18-34
year-olds
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Food Trends

Freakshakes
The evolution of what is being called the ‘Freakshake’ is due to
take its domination in London throughout 2017. Milkshakes
loaded with huge scoops of ice cream, full sized pieces of cake,
loads of whipped cream and crazy amounts of sprinkles have all
been spotted on these spectacular creations. You can even top
your freakshake with doughnuts, cookies and sticky candy.
The trend that ignited in New York is certainly taking the concept of
a cheeky dessert to a whole new level.

Golden Fried Mornings
The concept of having fried chicken is alive, well and kicking for
2017. The south American classic is throwing bacon out of the
pan when it comes to the old favourite breakfast staples. Some
food spots are throwing all food guilt out of the window and letting

Dirty Bones

loose, featuring fried chicken inside doughnuts, with biscuits,
cheese and syrup.
Dirty Bones in Shoreditch are one restaurant offering extravagant
fried chicken dishes.

Chocolate Cake for
Breakfast
Yes, you read it correctly, chocolate cake for breakfast may
actually hit the food scene in 2017. Following two big studies,
results identified that chocolate was highly beneficial for cognitive
functioning and aiding weight loss by reducing cravings.
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Ones to Watch

Franco Manca:

Baked in Brick:

Franco Manca, sourdough pizza chain is set to open a further 10 sites

Lee Desanges, founder of street food

this year, continuing their rapid growth.

concept Based in Brick first came to our

www.francomanca.co.uk

attention last year at the annual street food
awards in Leeds. Having been cheffing
since the age of 16, Lee set up his own
business two years ago, cooking food in a
wood fired oven underneath the bonnet of
his converted Mini.
Lee and his team were awarded the Best of the Best award and Best Main
Dish following stiff competition at the street food awards, which Steelite
were the proud sponsors of.

Kaspa’s:
Dessert cafes are a relatively new addition to our high streets but have
expanded rapidly through franchising. The US-style concept looks set to
grow in the UK, attracting millennials as an alternative to coffee bars as

Just six months after winning the awards, Lee has taken another step,

places to meet and hang out with friends.

holding his very first pop up event at Quarter Horse Coffee in Birmingham,
his home town. Cooking a 5-course taster menu from their new classic Mini

Dessert café Kaspa’s which specialises in ice creams, gelatos, waffles,

BBQ, the team presented their guests with a delicious menu served on our

crepes, milkshakes, smoothies and sundaes grew from just two sites in

new tableware range Art & Studio Glaze and Contour.

2013 to 25 in 2016.
Source: Horizons Ones to Watch

Watch this space – who knows where Based in Brick may go next!

www.kaspas.co.uk

www.bakedinbrick.co.uk

Steelite International ltd

Orme Street, Stoke-on-Trent, ST6 3RB, England
Telephone: +44 (0) 1782 821000
Fax: +44 (0) 1782 819926

Email: headoffice@steelite.com
Website: www.steelite.com

facebook.com/steeliteinternational
twitter.com/steeliteUK
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